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Ride
Custom 2
Cushion
®

Marrying the Ride
Custom 2 Cushion with
advanced scanning/
ordering technology!
Fast, clean, intuitive and
accurate process.

Rapidly scan, then send
shape and order information
through the secure, encrypted
Rideworks® iOS app.
Touch “send” and we’ll do
the rest... providing a custom
cushion made specifically
to match each individual’s
unique shape, posture, and
skin care needs.

Ride Custom 2 Cushion:
Superior skin and postural care in a
comfortable, lightweight and simple design.

It’s all about contour…
Ride Custom 2



Helps protect skin and
enhance posture

Ride’s patented and evidencebased mechanism of support helps
to enhance sitting stability and
performance, while reducing the
dangerous forces of pressure
and shear from at-risk bony
prominences.

Lightweight

About 1.8 pounds*. A fraction
of the weight of other cushions.
An optional
ventilation channel
provides even more airflow.

*Weight of an average 16" by 16" size
Ride Custom 2 Cushion.

Spacer fabric in cover.

Breathable

Contours and spacer fabric cover
promote airflow to help keep the
sitter dry and comfortable in
virtually any climate.

Simple and adjustable

Ride CAM® wedges can be used to
adjust the contours to accommodate
weight change, tissue atrophy, and
postural change.

Growable

Cushion can be grown in width and
length at a fraction of the cost of a
new cushion.
Medicare HCPCS code E2609

RideWorks

®

Quick & Easy:
Simulation,
Scanning,
and Ordering
Process

No more plaster or impression
foam simulators!
Ride Custom 2 Cushion and Ride
Custom Back simulation can be
completed with a dual bead-bag
A
and vacuum system. The patentpending Shape Capture Base,
coupled with the seat bead-bag,
helps to stabilize the pelvis while
the bead-bag is malleable, and
enhances shape accuracy. It also
creates the necessary reference
for the seat contour orientation.
No need for laser levels, putty
or roping.
Fast, accurate and safe
Capture shapes, draw trim-lines
directly on the bead bags and then
let the RideWorks scanner and app
guide you through the rest. A fresh
outer simulator bag for each
simulation helps prevent crosscontamination and infection.
RideWorks
Ride’s exclusive app organizes the
process of client photos, scanning,
and order form completion — all
of which are then transmitted to
Ride Designs via the internet with
secure encryption.

Use with
Confidence

Better Outcomes
The Old:
Immersion/Envelopment

The Ride Custom 2 Cushion
comes with a 90 day fit and
function guarantee and a 24
month limited warranty.

Pressure map of a person on a
properly-inflated air style
cushion. Note peak pressure
circled at right ischial
tuberosity.

The Cushion has a maximum
client weight of 250 pounds for
cushions 20" width or narrower;
300 pounds for 21" or wider.

Make it a
System!

The New:
Ride Designs
Same person on a Custom
Cushion by Ride Designs.
Note off-loading of both ischial
tuberosities (A), coccyx/sacrum
(B), and decreased pressure at
greater trochanters (C).
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The Ride Custom Back
Lightweight strength and accuracy. Thin profile has little or no impact
on wheelchair seat depth, width, or performance, making the Custom Back
appropriate even for active users.
Adjusts easily. The infinitely adjustable FlexLoc® mounting system allows
adjustment in every axis of movement, ensuring optimal balance and
postural control.

Pair a Ride Custom
Back with the Ride
Custom 2 Cushion
for unparalleled
sitting performance

Breathable. The Brock Composite liner material and spacer fabric cover
help to keep the sitter dry and comfortable in virtually any climate.
Easy to clean. Removable and ventilated inner shell eases cleaning and
maintenance.
Growable. Like the Ride Custom Cushion 2, the Back can be grown at a
fraction of the cost of a new custom system.
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